
Adam Carew

Shared services with Havant BC needs to make clear 
that we can share staff but not support outright 
merger given Havant is far more urban in its nature 
and tends looks south.

There is no mention of the Future of Penns Place, 
given the thrust to home and flexible working and 
shared services shouldn’t there be a specific 
reference to this.

Support for Staff as our key asset is rightly mentioned 
but there is no mention of support for elected 
members in their roles (especially considering Covid). 
 This must be included as must cooperation with our 
partners at HCC and Town and Parish Councils. 
Perhaps under HR we should also mention diversity 
given our stance on fairness.

There is no specific mention of the Welfare Strategy 
shouldn’t there be considering its our flagship policy.

Support for local businesses / local economy  .....this 
was always a key part of our strategy and we have a 
strong record .....I think this needs stronger wording. 
Along with our mantra of Value for Money

Under Placemaking - Should there not be a specific 
mention of Regeneration e.g. Whitehill & Bordon, 
and may be also S of Butser, Alton and PField, rather 
than just Housing Nos.

Engagement with Residents and Local Communities 
.......we need to say we prioritise this.  Ties in with 
Point 3 and partnership working. Also we need to 
mention our commitment to transparency and 
openness in local Govt. May be also zero tolerance of 
bullying given Me2 campaign.  

Climate Change has been mentioned but there is no 
specific mention of the key objectives of the Climate 
Change Strategy.   There is no mention of our joint 
concern of species extinction which goes hand in 
hand with the climate emergency.  120 k trees are 
mentioned but no indication that these should be 
Native Trees and planted in appropriate places e.g. 
not on heathland, meadow or chalk downland 
habitats. Some reference to appropriate Native tree 
planting (to meet both objectives) plus Biodiversity 
aswell as protecting East Hants outstanding 
landscape needs to be included.

Recycling.   There is no mention of how we move 
forward with Project Integra and how we will address 
our plateaud recycling rate which was leading and is 
now approx 10% behind the national average.

Style - bulleted headed Paras would be easier to 
comprehend

Response
This is a detailed operational matter. The strategy 
provides the framework for any future decisions.

This is a detailed operational matter. The strategy 
provides the framework for any future decisions.

The detail is for the climate change strategy and 
supporting action plan. The Corporate strategy 
provides the overarching framework.

Arthur Agate

Neither of these are paginated, this will make 
navigation difficult particularly during discussion, I 
would suggest these are withdrawn and page 
numbers added. Difficult navigation increases time 
wasted & that I believe the corporate plan is 
intended to obviate.

Response
Page numbers were added and the document was 
recirculated.

Trevor Maroney

Council is currently a service provider. Can you please 
describe how it intends to switch to become an 
enabler? Is it intended that residents book and pay 
on demand for particular 'extra' services thereby 
turning the council more into a commercial business 
which is price or demand driven? If so, it brings a 
whole new meaning to providing public services.

I know that attempts to link up with Hampshire 
County Council failed, but the trend towards 
combined authorities with elected mayors seem to 
be more efficient, cost effective and powerful. Why 
hasn't the council considered this option as another 
way forward?

How will statutory services be prioritised and budget 
allocated?

I like the idea of providing assets for community 
development activities. However, will the users be 
charged at commercial rent or at rates which they 
can afford?

Why hasn't consideration been given to investing in 
desperately needed affordable housing rather than 
buying high street premises?

Whilst expenditure commitments are obligatory, 
income levels will fall very dramatically thereby 
unbalancing the budget. Wouldn’t it, therefore, be 
advisable to revise this table on the MTFS before 
presenting it to the public?

In the light of Covid-19 job losses in the private sector 
shouldn't we pause the 4% uplift in staff pay to keep 
within budget and save jobs?

How will the Council be investing directly into our 
communities to reduce social isolation? What criteria 
will be used?

How does the Council plan to support the Clinical 
Commissioning Group (CCG) in delivering good 
quality healthcare?

Council did, at one stage, fund PCSOs to police retail 
areas and act as a deterrent to crime. Is there a need 
to reintroduce this additional support to the police?

Could you please explain what LSOA stands for?

Whilst I applaud this aim to improve skill sets, how 
does the Council intend to achieve this in schools and 
colleges if the responsibility for education rests solely 
with County?

Whilst the Council's aims on regeneration are 
laudable, how does it propose to deliver these in 
W&B when investors are extremely reluctant to 
deliver shopping precincts? Is it the intention of the 
Council to invest in building shops in the centre 
themselves? If so, how much is it willing to invest and 
how much does it need to borrow?  If this is the plan 
why hasn't it been included in this corporate 
strategy?

Could I please have a copy of the CIL Spending 
Protocol?

Is producing an action plan all that Council itself is 
planning to achieve during the lifetime of this 
environmental strategy?

The figure from Norse SE of 14% of waste being 
contaminated is disturbing. What sort of 
contaminates are we talking about and why haven't 
we informed the public more often to prevent this 
occurring at source?

Strategy Paper. It is clear that this strategy paper was 
drafted some time ago and takes little account of 
Covid-19 and the impact it is already having on 
livelihoods, businesses and employment which may, 
in many cases, affect our whole way of life. Already 
the financial strategy needs revising. Wouldn’t it be 
sensible to delay publication until a corporate 
strategy can be devised that includes how we can 
adapt to Covid working rather than misleading the 
public as this paper currently does? We have a new 
‘normal’ and as it stands this strategy, in my view, will 
not meet it.                                    

Councillor Introduction Theme One – a fit for purpose Council
Theme Two – safer, healthier and more active East 

Hampshire
Theme Four – an environmentally aware and 

cleaner East Hampshire
Misc comments

Theme Three – a thriving local economy with 
infrastructure to support our ambitions



Response

An Enabling Authority will allow for the following:                                                           
a) the Council to adopt a ‘helicopter view’ of their 
local communities by identifying under-utilised 
capacity and areas in which service provision could 
be improved.           b) Address gaps in services by 
supporting community groups, enabling Councils can 
help local communities become more resilient in the 
face of a reduction in council services.                                                              
c) Councillors, as elected officials, are well placed to 
advocate, provide stewardship of place and be the 
catalyst and sense make for their communities.                                     
d) Increased coordination of the work of public sector 
bodies and voluntary/community groups by local 
councils to address important outcomes for 
residents.

Noted – the question is based on an assumption

This is an operational matter and would not be 
covered within an overarching document such as the 
Corporate Strategy.

The Council is obliged to obtain best value. Failing 
community groups are unlikely to evidence best 
value.

Noted – the question is based on an assumption

The MTFS is published every year and updated every 
year as part of the budget setting exercise.

The pay award is agreed each year, the budget makes 
an assumption on pay increments and pay award for 
the purposes of budgeting and MTFS – the 
assumption is a 2% pay increase and 2% covering 
increment payments. The Liberal Democrat group 
suggestion to decline a staff pay rise this year is 
noted

This will form part of the Welfare Strategy and is an 
operational matter

District Councils do not deliver healthcare.

This is an operational observation – comment has 
been noted

Lower level Super Output is a geospatial statistical 
unit used in England & Wales to facilitate the 
reporting of small area statistics. They are part of the 
ONS coding system created by the ONS. They have a 
minimum population of 1000 with a mean size of 
1,500

This is in reference to the Council being an enabling 
council.

The reason for non inclusion of this information is 
due to the fact that this document is a Corporate 
Strategy not a regeneration/budget delivery report

This is an information request not a comment on 
Corporate Strategy and will be supplied.

No.

This is an operational matter and not part of the 
Corporate Strategy. The comment has been noted.

The Corporate Strategy is a strategic overarching 
document. The Corporate Strategy caters for the 
flexibility to allow the Cabinet to deliver the Covid 
recovery programme as outlined in the Covid 
Recovery Cabinet paper.

Draft Audit Committee held 22 July 2020

It was suggested that the wording on page 4 of the 
strategy starting “We will be” should have the 
following words added We will be commercially 
astute and seek to ensure…”.

Councillors should be made more aware of 
“MyEHDC” on the website but this needed improving 
by providing users with feedback and updates on 
their queries.

Councillors were shocked at the crime figures and 
were assured that in comparison to other areas in 
Hampshire these were small. There were hot spots in 
the District within Alton and Petersfield.

There were concerns about the re-cycling rates 
quoted in the tables.

It was concluded that it was positive document with a 
lot of challenges within it.

The concept of theming the document was an 
excellent idea and gave a clear clarity

The committee suggested that as part of the 
consultation process a Councillor briefing on the 
document should take place before the close of the 
presentation on 7 August. 

Response
This was a request regarding communications and 
not a comment on the corporate strategy.

This was in relation to the facts in the evidence base 
underpinning the strategy and not a comment on the 
strategy

This was in relation to the facts in the evidence base 
underpinning the strategy and not a comment on the 
strategy

Noted. 

Noted.

The Head of Legal agreed to look into arranging one.                                                                                                                                                                   
Following the discussion and vote, it was resolved 
that the report be NOTED and it recommended that 
any future major changes to the document be 
presented at an all Councillor briefing/s.

Overview & Scrutiny Committee held 21 July 2020
The committee agreed that there were a number of 
challenges ahead for the Council in respect of finance 
as set out in Theme one

Concerns about spikes in the table featuring overall 
crime in March and July 2019.

The document in Theme Three needed to be clearer 
on the Council’s relationship with the South Downs 
National Park. 57% of the District was within that 
Authority and both Authorities need to be working 
closer together to support economic development.

Councillors were pleased to note that there was 
reference in the document to climate change, but it 
was not referred to in the Corporate Strategy and it 
was suggested that should be referenced.

Councillors suggested that the document itself should 
cross reference and refer to the Climate Emergency 
that the Council had declared in 2019

Members asked a number of questions on the data 
that had been produced.

Response Comment noted

This was in relation to the facts in the evidence base 
underpinning the strategy and not a comment on the 
strategy. The Insight Manager agreed to look into the 
reasons and provide an answer.

The SDNPA is a LPA and the remit of economic 
development falls to EHDC as the district council.

This was in relation to the facts in the evidence base 
underpinning the strategy and not a comment on the 
strategy. They noted that it had been produced from 
figures available in 2019.


